Highlights of ICD-10-CM

- Injuries grouped by anatomical site rather than by injury type
- Certain diseases re-classified to different chapters to reflect current medical knowledge
- Diabetes category that differentiates type 1 and type 2, drug or chemical induced and diabetes due to an underlying condition
- Additions of ambulatory and managed care encounter information
- Laterality (left and right specified wherever applicable)
- Obstetric codes that identify trimester
ICD-10 Code Mapping Examples

Mapping or translation as a business challenge

ICD-9

Category

Etiology, anatomic site, manifestation

ICD-10

Category

Etiology, anatomic site, manifestation

Extension

One ICD-9 code is represented by multiple ICD-10 codes

2 5 0 6 1

Diabetes mellitus with neurological manifestations type I not stated as controlled

Type 1 diabetes mellitus with diabetic neuropathy, unspecified

Type 1 diabetes mellitus with diabetic mononeuropathy

Type 1 diabetes mellitus with diabetic amyotrophic

Type 1 diabetes mellitus with other diabetic neurological complication